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I . re

fault it is its tendency to fly offat tangents,
discouning on philosophy, history and rhe
scienrific method. I ffnd this slighdy off.put.
ring, but for readers without a grounding in
quantum theory and formal logic it will be
helpful. The major strength of the book is
that, although not entirely devoid of
humour, it avoids sneering, jeering and
making sarcastic remarls: a trap into which
many sceptics and debunkers fall.

Dispassionately, the aurhors dissect
every aspect of astrology ftom its early
origins down to the present day. In the in.
troduction they state point blank that,
whatever else it may be, asnology is rwt a
science. Then they prove this statement at
every tum. The roots of astrology 3r€ €x.
amined; ir tums out to have less in common
with asrronomy than is generally believed.
The asnological houses and precession are
discussed; the possibility ofplanerary bodies
exerting an influence over living creatures
on Earth is considered, and sound scientific
reasons are given why they don't; the force
ofgravity exerted on a newbom baby by its
mother is 20 times greater than the planet
Mars; the force of the hospital building is
near\ a million times greater.

The effect of the Moon is discussed; the
Moon causes tidal effecs in the oceans -
couldn't it affect fluids in the human body
too? The authors explain the tidal effect and
debunk lunacy, the full moon's relation to
crime, madness, etc. More crimes, they say,
are commirred at weekends than under a

full moon; the prosaic explanation is that
people get tanked up on Friday nights and
generally have more rime on their hands
than during rhe week. The Moon is found to
have an effect on the behaviour ofnoctur.
nal insects: there are fewer ofthem about at
full moon. But again, there is a prosaic ex-
planation: predators can't see them so easi\
in the dark.

Personal horoscopes are analysed, and
readings score no better than chance would
dictate; the work of rhe Gauquelins is dis.
cussed; asrrology is rested in practice as well
as in theory, and, as one mightexpecg it fails
miserably every rime. Thus we read about
how, in 1977, "The President will release
derailed government records which will
prove conclusively thatwe have been visited
by beings from other planets." Did hel A
total of 3011 predictions made by leading
astrologers over a five year period are
analysed;338 (a mere 117o) were fulftlled.
Most of them, one imagines, could have
been made just as easilywith no asnological
'knowledge' whatsoever.

The authors end with a challenge to
professional astrologers to make one of ten
meaningful, successful predictions or
divinations under scientifically-connolled
conditions: to identify 27 of 30 violent
criminals ftom 60 individuals, given their
birth data; to predict the high point and low
point of the Dow,Jones Index to within one
day/one year ahead, etc. They have found
no takers so far.

Although written mostly from an
American viewpoing this is probably the
best book debunking astrological quackery
to dare, and is rherefore a welcome addirion
to the sceptic's bookshel{ wherever he lives.
The authors wonder why in spite of its mil.
lenia.long record of failure, astrology has
any devorees at all. Two thousand years ago,
enlighrened men were wondering the same
thing.

"I recall a multitude of prophecies which the
Chaldeans made to Pompey, to Crassus and
even to Caesar h imsel f  (now late ly
deceased), to the effect that no one of them
would die except in old age, at home and in
great glory, Hence it would seem very strange
to me should anyone, especially at this time,
believe in men whose predictions he sees
disproved every day by actual results,"

TVfhat more can one ask of a book
W th"n that  i t  be educat ional .

thought.provoking and fun to read? In Tlre
Book Of The Fallacy, Madsen Pirie,
Secretary of MENSA, focuses his mighty IQ
on the problem of thinking - more par.
ticularly on how nor to think. Although it is
written in an easy.to.read, slightly ir-
reverent style, it does have a serious mes.
sage: every argument must be judged and
every decision made on merit. Which means
all the facts must be gathered and analysed
dispassionately, rationally and as objectively
as possible.

A NEW SERIES OF PAMPHLETS FROM THE CLARIDGE PRESS:

Two years ago Chatto & Windus stirred the air of debate with its series of pamphlets called Counter
B/asfs, designed to challenge the received ideas of the world we live in. Almost without exception,
the series has trotted out the predictable views of the left-wing liberal establishment, and hardly an
Id6e regue has been challenged in its pages. We begin our answer to these paltry effusions with
one of the last texts prepared forpublication by Peter Fuller before his tragic death earlier this year.
Commissioned as aCounter Blast, Left High and Dry was rejected by Chatto, perhaps because it
is a genuine challenge to the orthodoxies that the other pamphlets have upheld. In BTASTS the
reader will encounter what was promised but not delivered by Chatto: challenges to the prevailing
climate of opinion.

Peter Fuller: Lett High and Dry
October 1990, approx.40 pp. t4.50 paperback (inc. p.& p.) |SBN: 1 870626 96 2

FORTHCOMING:
Anthony O'Hear against Education

Roger Scruton against Equality
David Marsland against the Health Seruice

David Pryce-Jones against the trendy novelists

Obtainable through your local bookseller, or direct from:
The Claridge Press, 6 Linden Gardens, London \72
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